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ABSTRACT: 

 

4D printing (4DP) is a growing branch of 3D printing technology that involves the design of composite material architectures capable 

of shape-change transformations, which occur post printing, in response to external stimulus. Among these, Wood Polymer Composites 

(WPCs) change their shape in reaction to changes of moisture content, shrinking or swelling like natural wood until the equilibrium 

with the environment is reached. Such intrinsic material behavior can be particularly useful in the development of passive moisture 

airflow controllers that can modulate humidity and airflow in indoor environments to improve air quality. Precise measurement of the 

time-based stimulus induced shape-change response of these composites is critical to assess the responsiveness, velocity of reaction 

and overall deformation of the designed 4DP composite mechanisms. Up until now, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) techniques have 

been widely used for such purpose. However, DIC methods require expensive equipment and costly commercial software. This paper 

presents a Low-Cost Depth-Camera (LCDC) method that uses a free custom algorithm that returns a 3D coloured displacement map 

with the corresponding meshes of the acquired object. The LCDC method does not require specialized equipment and allows for an 

overall understanding of the time-dependent deformation of 4DP actuators, this method also facilitates the comparison between 

composites with different properties under the same external conditions. This new LCDC method has the potential to further 4DP 

research by providing an open-source, accessible and reliable tool to assess 3D displacement measurements.  

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hygroscopic actuators have great potential to improve indoor 

building comfort through their climate adaptive behaviour as they 

don’t require failure prone electronic controllers and actuators. 

Previous research on 4DP of hygromorphs has been focused on 

the application of such properties for shape-change 

transformations in relation to self-assembly (Campbell et al., 

2014:), biological role models (Poppinga et al., 2020:), wearable 

systems (Cheng et al., 2021:), among many others. However, 

their use in passive moisture airflow controllers have not yet been 

thoroughly explored.  

Over the last 10 years 3D printing (3DP) has been widely adopted 

for various areas of application (Mustapha and Metwalli, 2021:). 

Fused Deposition Modelling technology (FDM) is the most 

widely adopted 3DP technology as it has many advantages 

compared to other fabrication methods, most notably, lower costs  

(Ni et al., 2017:). In the fabrication of sensors and actuators, in 

particular, 3DP is being used taking advantage of specific 

Stimulus Responsive Materials (SRM) (Tibbits, 2013:) and 

hygroscopic material architectures (Correa, 2022:). 

 
*  Corresponding author 

 

3DP has a wide variety of applications (Khosravani and Reinicke, 

2020:) and its customizability makes it suitable to  be also used 

in unconventional ways. By introducing the fourth dimension of 

time,  for example, 4D printing  enables the fabrication of 

composites that change their configurations in response to a 

stimulus such as light, heat, solvents, electricity or water (Pei, 

2014:; Zolfagharian et al., 2016:). The reaction to the specific 

stimulus can be pre-programmed to respond to user needs or 

environmental changes (Tibbits, 2014:). Different thermoplastic 

filaments can be used to achieve such SRM behaviour. Wood 

Polymer Composites (WPC) filaments, which contain between 

20% and 40% wood flour in a polymer matrix (usually PLA), are 

commercially available and therefore one of the most widely 

used (Correa et al., 2020:; Spear et al., 2015:). Such filament is 

particularly used in 4DP applications due to its hygroscopic 

swelling properties. Just like natural wood, WPCs react to 

changes in humidity by absorbing/desorbing moisture from the 

environment (Correa Zuluaga and Menges, 2015:; Le Duigou and 

Castro, 2015:). 

Precise manipulation of toolpaths, raster patterns, material 

layering and printing properties are necessary to design 4DP 

WPCs (Vazquez et al., 2019:). The specific material architecture 

needs to be composed of at least two functional layers whose 
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difference in the expansion coefficient results in the stress 

induced bending of the composite (Le Duigou and Correa 2022). 

The expansion layer has a high hygroscopic swelling coefficient 

that leads to dimensional changes in response to relative humidity 

fluctuations. The constraint layer, instead, is non-hygroscopic or 

less hygroscopic than the first one; its purpose is to contrast the 

shrinking/swelling of the expansion layer to induce bending. 

Therefore, the reaction of such actuators is strictly dependent on 

specific printing settings, such as raster pattern, layer height, 

extrusion rate, etc. For instance, the layer height defines the 

thickness of the expansion and the constraint layer while the 

raster pattern defines the primary direction of swelling. By 

adapting Timoshenko’s theory for bimetallic strips (Timoshenko, 

1925:) to hygro-responsive bilayers, it was observed that what 

actually affects the responsiveness of the actuator is the ratio 

between the thickness of the constraint layer and the expansion 

one, rather than the overall thickness of the composite (Erb et al., 

2013:; Reichert et al., 2015:; Rüggeberg and Burgert, 2015:; 

Wood et al., 2018:). The latter, in fact, mostly involves the time 

required to complete the absorption-desorption cycle. The raster 

pattern is a second relevant parameter which concerns the type of 

print-path design, the direction and orientation of each printed 

filament in relation to each other, used to discretize the 

geometries and its density. The raster pattern defines the 

dominant direction of swelling/shrinking in the expansion layer 

and the appropriate direction and effectiveness of the constraint 

one. 

The ability of 4DP WPC mechanisms to use its intrinsic material 

properties to change shape in response to relative humidity offers 

great potential to develop passive environmental control 

mechanisms for building comfort applications. These 

applications might involve outdoor façade mechanisms, in direct 

contact with precipitation, or indoor ventilation louvers that 

respond to occupant driven changes in relative humidity. 

However, the assessment of such responsive behaviour requires 

a measurement method able to track and compare the 

displacements of multiple composite samples. This kind of 

evaluation can be done through conventional image analysis 

techniques (Xhimitiku et al., 2021:), such as Digital Image 

Correlation (Montanini et al., 2020:; Pan et al., 2009:). The use 

of a stereovision 3D DIC technique with commercial software 

can involve considerable costs due to the specific equipment and 

software licensing.  

Another type of image analysis based on a contactless 3D shape 

measurement technique is photomodelling (Bianconi et al., 

2017:; Catalucci et al., 2018:). In this technique feature detection 

algorithms are exploited to reconstruct point clouds and then 

extrapolate a mesh of the scanned object. Although this method 

can be inexpensive and frees the user from the need of stereo-

calibrate the cameras, it requires a large number of photographs 

taken from different angles, making it unsuitable for time-

varying displacement measurements. In order to simplify the 

experimental setup and lower costs, a structured light projection 

technology (Xhimitiku et al., 2019:) was used to perform the 3D 

shape reconstruction of the 4DP WPC sample. The light 

projected onto the object is reflected from its surface, then 

captured by the camera array. By evaluating the way the surface 

deforms the reflected pattern, it is possible to triangulate the x-y-

z position of the object points. Structured light measurement 

techniques differ depending on the type of electromagnetic 

radiation emitted: it is possible to project light within the visible 

spectrum, but also to project infrared (IR) patterns.  

An Intel RealSense SR305 Low-Cost Depth Camera (LCDC) 

based  on IR structured light (Zabatani et al., 2020:) was used. By 

implementing simple code written in Python that communicates 

with the depth camera SDK and uses methods of point clouds and 

meshes extrapolation, it was possible to measure the 

displacements of the 4DP actuators to obtain a spatial map of the 

displacements correlated to time. The use of a single camera 

makes the test bench cheaper and avoids the tedious procedure of 

stereo calibration.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Programming the material architecture of 4DP 

hygroscopic actuators 

The best configurations and printing properties were identified to 

maximize the deformation in the shortest time. This process 

depends on the precise deposition of material on the printing bed 

and can be controlled through a specially developed visual 

scripting algorithm. The script allows for an overall 

customization of the designed print paths and the corresponding 

printing parameters that influence the final deformation of the 

composite. By coupling two main layers with different 

hygroscopic coefficients a stress is induced when a variation in 

environmental humidity occurs. Furthermore, to ensure an 

accurate adhesion between the two main layers, z-offsets and 

printing speed were adjusted. Through these parameters 

delamination due to the coupling of different thermoplastic 

materials was avoided, which is particularly important when 

considering long-term behavior. The design of the material 

architecture, and subsequent effect in its mechanical properties 

and hygroscopic behaviour, are implemented through the 

computational script. This design tool, made in Grasshopper, 

gives precise control of each of these variables individually and 

allows any geometry to be discretized through the specific pattern 

chosen according to the type of layer and the material used. This 

custom computational design tool is distinctly different from 

ordinary slicing softwares, which only provide a limited access 

to some of these parameters. While a slicer operates as a black 

box focusing only on print quality (consistency and surface 

quality), the computational tool gives open access to all printing 

parameters. For this research, print quality is secondary to the 

definition of the printing principles that characterize an optimal 

hygroscopic actuator.  

The 4DP sample used for the displacement measurements was 

printed using a Prusa i3 MK3S+ with a 0.4 mm nozzle diameter. 

The hygro-responsive behavior of the composite was designed 

considering the stress-induced bending achieved through the 

particular bilayer architecture. The active layer was printed with 

the wood-based filament with a zig-zag pattern and 0.4 mm layer 

height, while for the constraint one PLA was chosen with a grid 

pattern and 0.2 mm layer height. A third type of layer called 

bonding was in this case necessary to further improve the 

adhesion between the wooden filament and PLA.  

The actuator can be considered as an example of a kirigami 

application, which is a traditional Japanese technique that, 

contrary to origami, also involves cutting. This concept has been 

recently developed and applied to composite materials to 

transform 2D elements in more complex 3D geometries (Xu et 

al., 2017:). Instead of assembling the constituent parts of the final 

object, this approach enables continuous and direct 2D-to-3D 

transformations (Chen et al., 2020:). Therefore, the responsive 

composite can be made from a single printing process. For the 

printed prototype presented in this paper a thin frame was used 

as a support base for four triangular flaps. The flaps were 
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originally printed in a unique part which was then cut through a 

heat cutter. The hygro-responsive parts bend inwards when 

humidity increases and outwards when it decreases, while they 

show a flat configuration when humidity is around 40-50% (Fig. 

1). This range was observed to be the optimal for the well-being 

of the occupants. On the one hand, below 30% there may be 

problems of desiccation of the mucous membranes, while values 

above 60% may increase the development of mites of dust 

(Wolkoff and Kjærgaard, 2007:). On the other, humidity values 

higher than 70% increase the sensation of hot with high 

temperatures (Buonocore et al., 2018:). Moreover, kirigami 

technique was particularly useful to ensure a complete closure of 

the responsive parts once humidity levels return to the optimal 

environmental values, as the actuator goes back to the original 

configuration it had before cutting. 

 

Figure 1. The kirigami technique allows the mechanism to open 

and close for different levels of humidity. 

 

2.2 Displacement measurements 

2.2.1 Experimental set-up: A RealSense SR305 Depth 

Camera, capable of providing both depth maps and RGB images 

of the framed scene, was used to perform the 3D scanning of the 

hygroscopic actuator (Fig. 2). To generate such depth maps the 

camera exploits a dedicated module, consisting of an infrared 

fringe projector and an IR camera that captures the reflection of 

such fringes on the scene. The maps are then recomputed by a 

processor, which overlays colour photographs of the scene with 

depth information.  

4DP WPCs show a quicker responsiveness to humidity when 

they are submerged in water rather than exposed to 

environmental relative humidity. To achieve full deformation the 

specimen was therefore immersed for several hours; however, 

performing the scans with the specimen dipped into water, inside 

a glass case, leads to optical problems in terms of air-water 

refractive index change. To overcome this issue, the depth maps 

were acquired while the specimen was drying. It is also known 

that the desorption cycle is  faster than the absorption one (Jain 

and Kurhekar, 2015:), therefore the fastest way to run the 

acquisitions is during the drying cycle. A 3DP plastic frame was 

made to mainly focus the attention of the measurement on the 

deformation of the inner part of the specimen, thus blocking its 

edges. Since the acquisitions were made with both the LCDC and 

the sample support structure both fixed, it was not necessary to 

implement point cloud alignment algorithms, as those were 

automatically overlaid. 

 

Figure 2. The RealSense SR305 Depth Camera was put in front 

of the actuator to acquire its passive motion. 

 

2.2.2 Displacement measuring process: The results of the 

scans were depth maps of the sample at different time instants 

throughout the drying process. These maps consisted of a series 

of pixels, each containing the distance in millimeters of the 

portion of the scene framed by it. In order to perform the 

displacement measurement, it was necessary to derive point 

clouds from these maps, hence the meshes.  

An algorithm capable of obtaining the 3D coordinates of a point 

in the scene was used to obtain the point clouds by knowing the 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the LCDC. The extrinsic 

factors consist of the matrix resulting from the product between 

the rotation matrix R and the translation vector t and are needed 

to bring the reference system of the scene back to that of the 

camera. Intrinsic factors, on the other hand, are necessary to 

move from the camera reference system to the image reference 

system. Given u, v and d respectively the coordinates and the 

distance information of the pixel, cx, cy the coordinates of the 

optical center of the camera, and fx, fy the focal lengths 

(expressed in pixels), the algorithm implements the following 

relations to obtain the x, y, z coordinates of the points:  

 

   𝑧 = 𝑑   (1)

   

 

   𝑥 =
𝑢−𝑐𝑥

𝑓𝑥
   (2) 

 

   𝑦 =
𝑣−𝑐𝑦

𝑓𝑦
   (3) 

 

The second step was to obtain the meshes, starting from the point 

clouds previously generated. The mesh creating algorithm 

implements the Ball Pivoting Algorithm (BPA) (Bernardini et al., 

1999:).  Given a point cloud and a sphere with radius ρ, whose 
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value is set according to the geometry to be meshed, the BPA 

consist in two simple step: keeping the sphere in contact with two 

point, it is pivoted until it touches another point. The process is 

repeated, pivoting the ball around each edge of the current mesh 

boundary. The triplets of point touched by the ball are the vertices 

of the new triangles; hence the set of triangles constitutes the 

interpolating mesh. The radius value ρ has to be carefully 

decided: setting it to low means not being able to reach a new 

point during the pivoting, therefore having holes in the mesh; a 

too high a value would result in failure to detect features if the 

local curvature of the sample is too high. 

The third and final step was to compute the distance of two 

meshes, therefore the displacement measurement of the sample 

during the drying process. This displacement was found using a 

KDTree algorithm that computes the distance from every vertex 

point in the reference mesh to its closest vertex point in the 

analyzed mesh. The result is a displacement map of every vertex 

of the mesh during the deformation process of the sample. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The final coloured meshes obtained after the acquisition and 

processing of the displacements are highly connotative of the 

overall behavior of the actuator during the drying cycle. The 

LCDC was set to acquire one frame per minute for six hours and 

the results were extracted every 60 frames to consider the 

displacements every hour. In the first two hours an additional step 

at 90 minutes was considered, as the displacements have a 

decreasing speed (Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 3. The LCDC acquisitions show the meshes with the 

coloured map corresponding to the different displacements. 

 

The algorithm applies a coloured map on the mesh depending on  

the displacement that each pixel undergoes in relation to the 

frame zero. Figure 4 shows the processed meshes: in the first 60 

minutes only one flap undergoes a significant displacement, 

which can denote a different printing quality between the four 

flaps. In particular, the left one starts form a higher level of initial 

curvature in the humid state, compared to the others. Therefore, 

having a higher moisture content, the drying process starts earlier 

and faster as the moisture gradient with the environmental 

humidity is greater for this particular flap. During printing, the 

adhesion between the constraint layer and the expansion one was 

slightly compromised in three flaps compared to the left one. This 

can depend on several factors, such as a not perfect levelling of 

the printing bed. Although 3DP is a controlled process where 

algorithms are programmed to optimize and make prints as 

homogeneous as possible, little errors can result in a considerable 

different behavior for a 4DP actuator. The LCDC method used in 

this paper thus allows not only to represent and analyze the 

overall displacements, but also to easily detect those printing 

defects.  

 

Figure 4. From the front view of the acquisition overlying the 

textured map of the actuator the punctual differences in the 

displacements can be noticed. 
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After 120 minutes the four flaps almost appear completely 

closed, as the most responsive one has nearly completed its 

drying cycle, while the three others still need 60 more minutes to 

reach the flat configuration. It is thus observed that the drying 

cycle from the initial saturated condition to the flat original one 

is completed after 180 minutes. Since the environment where the 

acquisitions were conducted is dryer than the equilibrium 

moisture value for the actuators, the displacements continue on 

the opposite direction, as the expansion layer starts shrinking. 

After 240 minutes this reverse bending is already noticeable and 

after 360 minutes the equilibrium can be considered achieved. 

The overall displacements can thus be evaluated with a maximum 

of 10 mm in the center of the actuator. The histogram in Figure 5 

shows the distribution of the displacement values during the 

drying cycle. Displacements between 2 and 4 mm are the most 

frequent during all the acquisition period. 

 

Figure 5. Changing over time (30 minutes steps) of the 

displacement values distributions during the drying process of 

the sample. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The presented research is aimed at assessing 4DP WPCs 

responsiveness to humidity using a LCDC. Displacement 

measurements are needed to evaluate the differences between 

similar hygroscopic actuators and, therefore, understand which 

printing properties and which materials are most suitable for a 

fast actuation. Considering the final goal of the research, which 

is aimed at developing 4DP WPCs passive moisture airflow 

controllers, this approach is particularly convenient as, compared 

to other DIC techniques, is low-cost and based on free and 

customized algorithms. 

Through a LCDC the complex multi-directional shape-change 

transformation of hygroscopic actuators can be better understood 

due to the improved method of motion tracking. This method 

does not require the sample to undergo special coating or 

treatment prior to analysis. In particular, the acquisition returns 

not only displacement information, but also a 3D digital 

representation of all the configurations during deformation. The 

coloured maps applied to the resulting meshes allow the 

comparison of the responsive behavior between different actuator 

but also between different parts of the same composite. 

In future research LCDC could be used to correlate the 

displacement to specific changes in the relative humidity of the 

surrounding environment. This could improve the overall 

understanding of the deformations applied to a tangible case 

study of a humid indoor environment.  
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